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Present:  S Slater (Chair), J Thorogood (Vice Chair), P Oakland, D Smedley 

N Fenwick, D Morris, J Piddington and V Firth (Minutes) 

 

This was a virtual meeting necessitated by the ban on public gatherings due to COVID-19 

 

1. Protocols for teleconference – any audio/video/sharing issues 

Paul Sutton had technical difficulties and was unable to join.   

The Parish Council will purchase the upgraded version of Zoom. 

2. Actions arising from the meeting on 2nd March 2020 

 Land Ownership Map/Village Boundary,  

The village boundary was agreed. 

The ownership boundaries are not exact, the intention is simply to capture all 

land owners within the village for the Consultation purposes.   

Ownership of land behind the site on Winslow Road has been added.  

Action:  Steve to see if he can find who owns the land behind Bates Close. 

Action:  David S to identify which fields are owned by the Dancer family. 

Action:  All to share contact details for known land owners with the group. 

 Environment: Built & Natural 

David S has circulated the document.  Figures are missing for farms and 

commercial stables, everything else is counted as of 1st April.   

 Recreation & Green Spaces 

John T has completed and circulated the document.  

 Traffic & Transport 

Philip has completed the document but it will be recirculated. 

 Community Facilities 

John P has completed and circulated the document. 

 Community Aspirations & Parish Council Actions  

John T added statistical information to the plan template. 

Action: Steve will alter the style of the information and create a separate 

document.  The information will be removed from the plan document. 

3. Administration 

 Funding/Grant/Consultants Fees/Completion Target 
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o David will complete the grant application in the next week.   

Timing and grant application constraints were discussed.  It was concluded 

that we should try to complete all expenditure in this financial year, ready 

for a referendum at the earliest opportunity in May 2021. 

o It was agreed that the above mentioned documents will be re-circulated for 

final comments.  Non returns will be considered as acceptance, final versions 

will be stored after 5th May 2020.  

Action:  All recirculate above documents 

Action:  All to give final feedback before 5th May 

Action:  All document owners to send final versions to Tors for storage 

4. Effects of COVID-19 restrictions on progress/completion date 

o VALP; It is anticipated that the current restrictions will push the VALP plan 

back a further six to nine months.   

o Referendum delay; No referendum on the Granborough Neighbourhood 

Plan can now take place until after the local elections on 11th May 2021.  

5. Continue to develop the plan 

 Potential ‘infill’ sites 

Potential is limited but backfill opportunities, within the boundary, do exist. 

 Consultant’s input 

Once all documentation is finalised, it will be sent to Sally querying anything else 

she needs from us before writing can begin. 

Grant confirmation is required before writing starts. 

It is noted that the grant is categorised into headings. Expenditure should not 

exceed each budget heading without notifying the grant body.  Sally’s time must 

therefore be monitored in accordance with the budget headings. 

Sally will be invited to attend part of the meeting following grant confirmation, 

to confirm next steps.  Nick has also offered his assistance with writing. 

 Other 

The draft plan consultation requires planning to include a 6 – 8 week 

consultation phase with an open day.  To be followed by a re-writing phase. 

6. Next meeting; 1st June at 7:30 pm via Zoom. 

The meeting closed at 21.00 


